original approach fails, participate in unanticipated emergencies and novel situations, and develop innovations in orWhile many data mining models concentrate on automader to preserve safety, avoid expensive failure, or increase tion and efficiency, interactive data mining models focus product quality [11, 16, 29].
Introduction
users can divide the labors in order to achieve a good balance of automation and human control. Computers are Exploring and extracting knowledge from data is one of used to retrieve and keep track of large volumes of data, the fundamental problems in science. Many methods have and to carry out complex mathematical or logical operabeen proposed and extensively studied, such as database tions. Users can avoid routine, tedious, and error-prone management, statistics, machine learning, etc. Particularly, tasks, concentrate on critical decisions, planning, and cope data mining takes up many important tasks, such as dewith unexpected situations [11, 29] . Moreover, interactive scription, prediction and explanation of data. data mining can encourage learning, improve insights and Data mining is featured by applying computer technolounderstandings of the domain, stimulate the exploration gies to carry out nontrivial calculations. Computer systems of creative possibilities, and help users to solve particular can maintain precise operations under heavy information problems. Users' feedback can be used to improve the sysload, and maintain steady performance. Without the aid of tem. The interaction is bi-beneficial. computer systems, it is very difficult for people to aware, In this paper, we discuss some of the fundamental issues extract, memorize, search and retrieve knowledge in large of user-centered interactive data mining. It is important to and separate datasets, to interpret and evaluate data and note that users possess various skills, intelligence, cogniinformation that are constantly changing, to make recomtive styles, frustration tolerances and other mental abilimendations or predictions in the face of inconsistent and ties. They come to a problem with various preferences, incomplete data.
requirements and background knowledge. Given a set of It is true that computer technologies have freed humans data, every user may try to make sense out of data by seefrom many time-consuming and labor-intensive activities.
ing it from different angles, in different aspects, and under However, full automation of cognitive functions such as dedifferent views. Based on these differences, data mining cision making, planning, and creative thinking remains humethods and results are not unique. There does not exist a man's job. Implementations and applications of computer universally applicable theory or method to serve the needs systems reflect requests and preferences of human users, of all users. This motivates and justifies the co-existence and contain certain human heuristics. Computer systems of many theories and methods for data mining systems, as must rely on human users to set goals, select alternatives if well as the exploration of new theories and methods.
In Section 2, we talk about multiple views of data min- logic language can be defined to express various types of Having a specific view being targeted and a user prefrules. We adopt the decision logic language studied by erence being provided, an interactive data mining system Pawlak [25] . Similar languages have been studied by many can carry out calculations and inferences. However, in authors [8, 41] . In this language, an atomic formula is a many real applications, ideal situations do not exist. Inpair (a v), where a C At and v C Va. If 0 and jf are forstead, users need to choose a strategy for abnormal situmulas, then so are -i0 0 A fu 0 V fu 0 -> u, and '-<-* ation handling. In Section 4, we discuss several different by applying the logic connectives -, A, V, ->, and <-*. For strategies, each represents a particular type of user requirean atomic formula 0 = (a v), it is assumed that an object x ments. Some of the abnormal situation handlers have been satisfies 0 or does not satisfy 0. In other words, if an object embedded into specific algorithms. We examine how these x has a value v on the attribute a, then we say that the object handlers are different from each other.
x satisfies 0. Otherwise, we say x does not satisfy 0. The In the existing data mining frameworks, the phase of inset of objects that satisfy a formula 0 is denoted as m(0).
terpretations and explanations of the discovered knowledge
For an atomic formula is a pair (a v), the set of objects is often missing. In Section 5, we talk about how to explain is m(a v) = {x C U Ia(x) v}. The following properties a discovered pattern, in order to relate it more closely to a hold: user. 
Multiple Views in Data Mining
The formula 0 can be viewed as the description of a set of objects in m(0).
Many techniques and models of machine learning and
In the study of formal concepts, every concept consists statistics can be applied to data mining. Typically, each of two parts, the intention and extension [14, 39] . A formodel presents a particular and single view of data, or dismula 0 represents the intention of a concept and a set of [27, 34] .
original attribute set. In the term of rough set theory, A is As one example, profit or utility-based mining is a specalled a reduct [24, 25] .
cial kind of constraint-based mining, taking into account
In other situations, the attribute set A defines a unique of both statistical significance and profit significance [35] . object set U' C U, such that all the objects possess A are Doyle discussed the importance and usefulness of the noin U', and A is the attribute set including all the features tions of economic rationality and suggested that economic shared by U'. Such a bounding relationship between A and rationality can play a large role for measuring a rule [10] . U' can be explained by formal concepts in the domain of Similarly, Barber and Hamilton proposed the notion of formal concept analysis [39, 40] .
share sure reflects a different and specific feature of data. We measures depend on the structure of rules and the underlyconsider several types of measures below. ing data used in the discovery process. Subjective measures One-way association depend on the user beliefs [22, 30] .
Measures defined by statistical and structural informaConfidence is a commonly used measure for evaluating tion are viewed as objective measures. For example, Gago association of a rule. The basic idea of confidence is deand Bento proposed a measure for selecting discovered scribed as the probability that concept ,u occurs given that rules with the highest average distance between them [13] .
The distance measure is developed based on the structural and statistical information of a rule such as the number of p( ) m(Q) nm(y) attributes in a rule and the values of attributes. A rule is deemed as interesting if it has the highest average distance P(O tjt) to the others. One does not consider the application and domain when measuring the discovered rules by using the distance measure. Information theoretic measures are also where P(p) is called the support of 6 and is defined by objective measures because they use the underlying data in P(Q) =m(P).
a data set to evaluate the information content or entropy of Confidence is one-direction from 0 to tju and can be a rule [20, 32, 42] .
viewed as a one-way association measure [49] . In other words, the concept 0 depends on the concept ,u, but ,u may 2.5. Correlation measures of attributes not depend on '.
Two concepts 0 and jf are viewed as being non-
The association relation we discussed above shows the associative or independent if the occurrence of 0 does not relationship between two concept intentions, each is dealter the probability of ,u occurring. In other words, if the fined by a specific combination of one attribute and one of occurrence of 0 can affect the probability of ,u, then we its possible values. This is also called a local connection, say that the concept jf is dependent on or associated with generates a low order rule. A global connection is characthe concept '. Typically, a rule with a high support and a terized by showing the relationships between all combinahigh confidence are considered having a strong association tions of values on one set of attributes and all combinations relationship between two concepts.
of values on another set of attributes. It is also called a high order rule, revealing the correlation of two attribute Two-way association sets [43] .
A statistical measure, called correlation coefficient, can RI is also a measure on the evaluation of the association be used to compute the degree of correlation between two of a discovered rule [26] . It is defined by: numerical attributes X Y C At [33] :
The two concepts ' and ,u are recognized as being non- [33] . It can be defined by: ntcreae,rXY szr eas fSx n not correlated, r(X Y) iS zero because of SSxy = 0 and
. In other words, if X and Y are not /P(')P( tf) closely related to each other, they do not "co-vary", the covariance is small and the correlation is small. If X and Y are closely related, the covariance is almost the same as ax ay The basic notion of the IS measure is similar to the measure and the correlation is almost 1. of independence. Furthermore, it is equivalent to the geoCorrelated attributes may not necessarily be dependent metric mean of confidences of the rule. However, its range or associated. Also, attributes that are associated may not is between 0 and 1 instead of IND's range, between 0 and necessarily be correlated. Mari and Kotz analyzed several C.
common and different features of association and correlaThe RI, IND, and IS measures are symmetric and viewed tion measures from the statistical point of view [23] . Coras two-way association measures [49] . If two concepts ' relation coefficient only evaluates the linear relationship and i/u in a rule have a two-way association relationship, between attributes, but there are situations in which linear then the concept 'P must depend on or be associated with correlation do not exist but a strong nonlinear association the concept i/u, and the converse is also true.
exists between attributes.
Brin et al. proposed the use of Chi-square (Z2) probstanding, or the actionability. It is virtually impossible to ability testing to evaluate the association between two atlist all practical interpretations of user judgement. In additributes in a discovered rule [4] . If the Chi-squared value is tion, the meaning of user judgement becomes clear only in 0, then the attributes are independent, otherwise, they are a particular context of application.
dependent on each other. However, the x2 testing does not
give the strength of the association between attributes in a Quantitative user preferences discovered rule [33] . Instead, it can only decide whether attributes in a rule are non-associative or associative. There-A simple and straightforward way to represent user fore, it cannot be used to rank the discovered rules. Liu judgement on items is to assign them with numerical et al. suggested to prune the insignificant rules by using weights [19] . Formally, it can be described by a mapping: the standard x2 test combined with a support-confidence w: X -(1) test [21] .
where X is a finite non-empty set of items, and 9i is the set 2.6. Single rule measures and multiple rule meaof real numbers. For an item a C X, w(a) is the weight of sures a. The numerical weight w(a) may be interpreted as the degree of importance of a, the number of occurrences of
The measures of rule interestingness can also be clasa in a set, or the cost of testing a in a rule. This induces sified into measures for a single rule and measures for a naturally an ordering of items. set of rules. Furthermore, a measure for a set of rules can be obtained from measures for single rules. For example, conditional probability can be used as a measure for a sin-A difficulty with the quantitative method is the acquisigle classification rule, and conditional entropy, which is detion of the precise and accurate weights of all items. On fined by conditional probability, can be used as a measure the other hand, a qualitative method only relies on pairfor a set of classification rules [42] .
wise comparisons of items. For any two items a b C X, Measures for multiple rules concentrate on features of a we assume that a user is able to state whether one is more set of rules. They are normally expressed as some kinds of important than, or more preferred to, the other. This qualaverage. Many measures, known as summaries, have been itative user judgement can be formally defined by a binary examined for multiple rules [17] . examinedfor multiple rules [17] .preference relation S-on X. For any two a b C X:
One may consider integrated and general systems to satisfy the various user requirements. Interactive approaches a >-b # the user prefers a to b (2) can be viewed as one of the potential solutions. A user preference relation satisfies two axioms: asym-3.1. User preference modelling metry and negative transitivity, so it is a weak order on X. The asymmetry axiom states that a user cannot prefer a to judgement is determined by semantic considerations. For b, and at the same time prefer b to a. The negative transiexample, it may be interpreted in terms of more intuitive tivity axiom states that if a user does not prefer a to b, nor notions, such as the cost of testing, the easiness of underb to c, then the user should not prefer a to c.
A weak order imposes a special structure on the set preference. That is, the numbers of u(a) u(b)
as or-X of items. In general, two items may have the same weights. The interactive data mining. induced preference relation is indeed a weak order, i.e., asymmetric and negatively transitive.
Retaining strategies
The translation to a preference relation only preserves the ordering of items implied by the weights. The addi-A retaining strategy, by its name, means to keep the tional information given by the absolute weight values is quality of the rules, especially their accuracy, as high as lost. In the reverse process, a user preference relation can they could be. The most commonly used accuracy meabe represented in terms of the weights of items. A rational sure is the confidence measure defined in the last section.
user's judgement must allow numerical measurement.
Clearly, the higher the confidence value, the more accurate
The following theorem states that a weak order is both the rule is. In most real situations, a rule, in the form of necessary and sufficient for a numerical measurement [12, 0 =#> ,u, is not always deterministic for the given universe, 28]: but rather approximate and uncertain. In other words, the confidence value of the rule is less than or equal to 100%. Theorem 1 Suppose >-is a preference relation on afinite Yoe l doae h s faseii nweg non-empty set X of items. There exists a real-valued funcetato advdata mng framewor baed onles tion u: X=>9ãtisfyng th condtion:representation and data mining framework based on rules teodiio.and exceptions [47] . In this framework, normal and ab-
normal situations or behaviors occur as pairs of dual entities: rule succinctly summarizes normal situations, and exifand only if >-is a weak order Moreover, u is uniquely deceptions characterize abnormal situations. These two enfined up to a strictly monotonic increasing transformation.
try types each provides the context for defining the other. Rule+exception strategies strike a practical balance between simplicity and accuracy. The function u is referred to as an order-preserving utility Two types of exceptions can be identified, incorrect infunction. It provides a quantitative representation of a user terpretations produced by the existing rules, and the inter-pretations that cannot be produced by the existing rules [6] .
Decrease the cost For simplicity, they are refereed to as incorrectly covered exceptions and uncovered exceptions, respectively.
A general rule may include more incorrectly covered ex- The role of explanation is to clarify, teach, and conpromising strategy needs to introduce a probability value, vince [9] . There are many kinds of explanations. An explasay /3, to be as an accuracy threshold. nation could be a definition of a term, the cause and effect of an event, or the significance of a phenomenon. DifferImprove the generality ent explanations are the answers to many different kinds of questions. Explanation is both subjective and objective [7] . In most cases, a compromising strategy generates It is subjective because the meaning of explanation, or the shorter and simpler rules defined by a proper subset of enevaluation of a good explanation, is different for different tire feature set. By choosing A C At, a set of formulas QPA The required information and knowledge for explanaIn this paper, we focus on interactive data mining which tion may not necessarily be inside the original dataset. One is characterized by user requirement and user judgement. needs to collect additional information for explanation conOn the abstract level, we discuss multiple views and user struction.
preference in data mining domain. On the application The key question is the selection of the features that are level, we discuss the real problems and concerns while copgenerally explanatory to the target concept from many feaing with abnormal environments and most-in-need explatures that happen to be related to the current discovered nations.
pattern. Craik [7] argued that the power of explanations
We argue that more effective data mining systems involves the power of insight and anticipation. One colshould support better human-machine interactivity. The lects certain features based on the underlying hypothesis concern of effectiveness and the concern of efficiency that they may provide explanations of the discovered patshould be synchronized with user cognitive phases and retern. That something is unexplainable may simply be an quirements. Bearing user requirement in mind, the reexpression of the inability to discover an explanation of a searches on interactive data mining are fairly broad.
desired sort. The process of selecting the relevant and explanatory features may be subjective, and trial-and-error. In References general, the better our background knowledge is, the more accurate the inferred explanations are likely to be.
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